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Abstract—This paper focuses on the deblurring and
denoising of Poisson noise contaminated images ac-
quired with a new imaging technique producing large
3D data sets: Light Sheet Fluorescence Microscopy.
This paper details the optimization algorithm used,
which is based on the Alternating Direction Method
of Multipliers, and its efficient implementation using
GPU hardware. In practice, a 3D 100 million voxel
image is deconvolved in five minutes, which is at
least 25 times faster than a state-of-the-art MATLAB
implementation.

I. Introduction
Light Sheet Fluorescence Microscopy (LSFM) is a

recent and very promising imaging technique in which
samples are illuminated with a thin light sheet instead of
being globally illuminated. This approach defines a thin-
ner optical section thereby reducing the photobleaching
and phototoxicity effects, see [1]. 3D images are obtained
by stacking the acquired slices while the light sheet goes
through the sample which is commonly imaged under
several angles of view. Depending on the set-up, a perfect
alignment of the light sheet with the focal plane of the
imaging objective may be hard to obtain. Then, small
fluorescent beads (≈ 0.17 µm diameter) embedded in
agarose gel allow a good calibration of the microscope
simply by looking at the obtained Point Spread Function
(PSF) on the images. Consequently, the blur induced by
the optic elements can be considered as space-invariant
on reasonable size parts of images.

However this technology is still subjected to common
limitations in fluorescence microscopy imaging due to low
intensity CCD-image acquisitions and optic elements. As
a result, the noise in the acquired images is driven by
Poisson statistics. Moreover the practical restoration of
LSFM images is highly limited by the amount of data
to process since its is common to produce a 100 million
voxel image for only one angle of view of the specimen. As
far as we know, the restoration of LSFM images has been
investigated only in few works; see [2] for some deblurring
approach using several views at the same time and [3] for
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so-called fusion algorithms, sometimes with fluorescent
beads [4], [5].

The simplest deconvolution methods are the Wiener
and Wiener-Tikhonov linear filters which are very noise-
sensitive and unable to improve the restoration for zero
response frequencies of the PSF [6]. The most classic
iterative algorithm for Poisson statistics images is the
Richardson-Lucy [7]. Other standard iterative methods
for fluorescent microscopy imagery are the constrained
Tikhonov-Miller or the Carrington algorithms [8] which
generally assume gaussian statistics on both image priors
and noise. Poisson statistics should be closer to the
statistics of the acquired images in low-intensity fluo-
rescent microscopy though this generally yields harder
functional to minimize efficiently (e.g. the gradient of the
Richardson-Lucy functional is not Lipchitz continuous).
Thus a regularizing energy term should be introduced
via maximum a posteriori (MAP) formalism.

Usually these regularizations are L2 based and yield
smooth solutions, though depending on the biological
marker. More fitted solutions in fluorescent image pro-
cessing should be piece wise regular. The promotion
of such solutions can be achieved using the TV semi-
norm [9], introduced in [10] for denoising purposes and
in restoration of confocal microscopy images with a
Richardson-Lucy based algorithm [11]. Recent litterature
reports efficient methods for general 2D restoration of
Poissonian images [12], [13] with the TV semi-norm
based on the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
(ADMM).

In this paper, we chose to promote piece wise regular
solutions with Poisson statistics for 3D LSFM images.
To account for the data size, we applied a fast numerical
scheme implemented using GPU hardware. The numer-
ical scheme chosen is based on the ADMM and its im-
plementation allows us to process a 3D 100 million voxel
image in less than 5 minutes with a recent hardware such
as a NVIDIA CUDA device with a compute capability
1.3 or above.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II intro-
duces the image formation model, our energy minimizing
problem and the algorithm used to solve it. Section
III presents the various experiments and their results.
Eventually, we draw some conclusions in Section IV.



II. Optimization Method and Implantation
A. Image Formation Model

We assume here that our image relies on a standard
formation process with Poisson noise, i.e. :

m = P(h⊗ x)

where m is the observed image, h the PSF of the optical
system, ⊗ the convolution operator, P(·) a process with
Poisson statistics, x the unknown object we wish to
reconstruct and x̂ our estimation of x.
Evaluating x̂ is often conducted through the discrete

Bayes’ condition formula:

p(a|b) = p(b|a)p(a)
p(b)

.

A first approximation to p(x|m) is to only consider
the likelihood term, that is setting p(x) to one. In this
case, the deblurring problem is an optimization problem
where:

x̂ = argmin
x∈Rn

− log p(m|x) and

p(m|x) =
∏
i

exp (−(h⊗ x)(i)) ((h⊗ x)(i))m(i)

m(i)!
.

Solving this problem by a multiplicative formula is
referred to as the Richardson-Lucy algorithm [7]. One
step further is to consider the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) formulation, in which one adds hypothesis on
the unknown x using priors, that is defining p(x). Such
approaches have been widely used in deblurring fluores-
cence microscopy images and several combinations have
already been tried, e.g. Poisson noise with gaussian prior
on x, Poisson prior on x, Gaussian noise and Gaussian
prior on x [14]. In this work, the nature of our LSFM
images leads us to investigate an exponential-distribution
type with Total Variation (TV) prior on the unknown
image.

p(x) ∝
∏
voxels

exp (−αTV (x)) (1)

Thus, our deblurring task is an unconstrained opti-
mization problem expressed as:

x̂ = argmin
x∈Rn

h⊗ x−m log(h⊗ x) + αTV (x) (2)

B. General Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
Framework

Many numerical schemes exist to solve the previous
problem, amongst the most simple and popular is the
conjugate gradient algorithm. However such methods
are known to be slow to converge, especially when
the functional is not quadratic, non-smooth or when
its gradient is not Lipchitz differentiable. Moreover the
implantation of such algorithms requires a lot of work to
be efficiently parallelized on GPU. In contrast, here, we
fit our problem in the general framework of the ADMM
(see [13]) which will appear to be perfectly fitted for GPU

implantation. Let us consider x ∈ Rn, y ∈ Rm, B a
matrix with l rows and n columns, C a matrix with l
row and m columns and b ∈ Rl.

argmin
s.t.Bx+Cy=b,x∈X,y∈Y

f1(x) + f2(y) (3)

To solve such a problem, we denote L(x, y, λ) to be
its augmented Lagrangian and the ADMM iterative
algorithm reads:
• xk+1 = argminx∈Rn L(x, yk, λk),
• yk+1 = argminy∈Rm L(xk+1, y, λk),
• λk+1 = λk + β(Bx+ Cy − b),

until stopping criteria are met.

C. Problem Formulation And Explicit Algorithm
In our specific problem x denotes the 3D image which

is considered as a vector of size n. Denoting 〈, 〉 the usual
scalar product and Hx the convolution of h by x, our
deblurring task (Eq. 2) fits ADMM by choosing:
• f1(x) = 0, x ∈ Rn,
• y = (w, z) ∈ Rn × R3n,
• f2(y) = 〈1, w〉 − 〈m, logw〉+ α||z||1,

• B =

(
H

∇

)
, C = Id4n and b = 0.

We recall that as x is a 3D image, ∇(x) lies in R3n. The
augmented Lagrangian reads :

L(x, y, λ) = < 1, w > − < y, log (w) > +α‖z‖1+

< λ,Bx− Cy > +β

2
‖Bx− Cy‖2

2 ,
(4)

with λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4) ∈ R4n. In our problem, the
three-fold ADMM algorithm is decomposed as follows:

a) Step 1:

xk+1 = argmin
x∈Rn

L(x, yk, λk) = argmin
x∈Rn

β

2

∥∥∥∥Bx− Cyk + λk
β

∥∥∥∥2

2

We choose to use circular boundary conditions which
entail that H, ∇x, ∇y and ∇z are block-circulant ma-
trices and that xk+1 can be easily retrieved using Fast
Fourier Transform :

xk+1 = F−1

F
(
HT (wk −

λ1,k
β

) +∇T
(
zk −

(λ2,k,λ3,k,λ4,k)
β

))
F
(
HTH +∇T∇

)
 .

(5)

Note that the operations are done point-wise in the
spectral domain.

b) Step 2:

yk+1 = argmin
y∈R4n

L(xk+1, y, λk)

yk+1 = argmin
w∈Rn,z∈R3n

< 1, w > − < m, log (w) > +α||z||1

+ β

2

∥∥∥∥∥Bxk+1 −

(
w

z

)
+ λk

β

∥∥∥∥∥
2

2



Which can be split into:
wk+1 = argmin

w∈Rn
< 1, w > − < m, log (w) >

+ β

2

∥∥∥∥w −Hxk+1 −
λ1,k

β

∥∥∥∥2

2
,

zk+1 = argmin
z∈R3n

α‖z‖1 + β

2

∥∥∥∥z −∇xk+1 −
(λ2,k, λ3,k, λ4,k)

β

∥∥∥∥2

2
.

And solved as :

wk+1 =
q − 1

β

2
+ 1

2

√(
1
β
− q
)2

+ 4m
β
, (6)

zk+1 = softα
β

(
∇xk+1 + (λ2,k, λ3,k, λ4,k)

β

)
. (7)

With q = Hxk+1 + λ1,k
β and softγ(·) being the soft

thresholding operator :

softγ(u) ≡ u

‖u‖1
×max(‖u‖1 − γ, 0).

Where the operations are done point-wise with the
convention that for u(i) = (0, 0, 0), we set u(i)

‖u(i)‖ =
(0, 0, 0).

c) Step 3:

λk+1 = λk + β(Bx− Cy) (8)

Finally, our algorithm is similar to the PIDSplit algo-
rithm of [13], except that we work on 3D images instead
of 2D images, that the linear system is inverted in the
spectral domain with a Fast Fourier Transform instead
of a DCT-II and that we used preconditioners (not
explicited here for simplicity).

D. Detailed Implementation
The previous algorithm was implemented using C++

and CUDA, and part of the input/output routines (e.g.
import/export “.tif” images) depends on a third party
library. As many operations are done point-wise in the
complex domain, their implantation using the Single
Instruction Multiple Data paradigm in CUDA is straight-
forward. When all variables of the problem are considered
plus some extra space used for minimizing data transfer,
the program requires approximately 18 copies of the
image with a complex type. Since the RAM available on
a single GPU card varies generally between 500 Mb (e.g.
Quadro FX 2700M) and 4.5 Gb (e.g. Tesla C1060), the
maximal image size is thus limited. As an example, a 1283

voxel image requires approximately 301 Mb of RAM to
be processed. Consequently, our strategy to process large
images (e.g. between 20 and 100 million-voxel images)
is to split them with a determined overlapping ratio
varying with the support function of the blur involved
in the image formation process. This is possible because
the energy of the PSF is spatially concentrated. To
maintain a constant execution time for a given size of
image, the stopping criterion chosen is a fixed number
of iterations. This iteration number was chosen so that
the intensity variation of each voxel can be considered

visually neglectible for further iterations. Moreover, after
50 iterations, the energy on our image sets, it diminished
of a factor 103 from an approximation of the solution of
the problem, that is |E(x50) − E(xN )| < 10−3|E(x1) −
E(xN )| with N very large.

E. Point Spread Function
A very important input parameter of the algorithm is

the PSF. To estimate it in our experiments, we average
the response of some fluorescent beads embedded in
agarose gel around the sample. The chosen responses
have a pixel intensity sum laying within a bound deter-
mined by a confidence interval.

III. Experiments, Results and Discussion

The experiments were conducted on two sets of images,
using three different GPU cards, with the same block
size. The first set is an open set of LSFM images 1

representing a relatively transparent biological sample
(Drosophila embryo expressing His-YFP) for which our
image formation model can be considered as valid. As
shown by the results, in Fig. 1, the deconvolution effect
is clear and yields a much better resolution of the sample.

The second set of images was acquired with an ex-
perimental set-up illustrated on Fig. 2 and represents
Multi Cellular Tumor Spheroids (≈ 500µm diameter
spheres), marked with propidium iodide (nuclei), see
Fig. 3. Although high scattering effects are observed as a
smooth variant positive background value, the impact of
the algorithm is clearly visible, making some biological
phenomena, such as DNA concentration during the pro-
liferation phase, much more quantifiable. Regarding the
execution time, recent GPU hardware behaves faster due
to a higher number of cores but also due to more efficient
memory transfers, see Table I. Even if it is difficult
to compare, the authors of [13] report a computation
time of 158 seconds on a two 2.4 Ghz processor desktop
for a 2D 256x256 pixel image. Assuming a processing
time linearly dependant of both the number of iterations
and the number of points, which is an underestimation
since part of the algorithm runs with a O(n log(n)), the
projected required time for the Drosophila image would
be around 2964.4 seconds with 50 iterations. Compared
to our results, we see that the CUDA implementation of
our algorithm brings the computation time down by a
factor of 25 to 50 for recent CUDA compatible devices.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed an implementation
on GPU device of an ADMM based algorithm for the
restoration of blurred 3D images contaminated by Pois-
son noise. The obtained processing time are compatible
with a routine exploitation on LSFM images.

1See http://pacific.mpi-cbg.de/wiki/index.php/SPIM_
Registration_Method and [5]



Fig. 1. Results using a biological marker on a drosophila
transparent sample. (Left) Partial slices of an acquired 3D image
drosophila embryo expressing His-YFP. (Right) Corresponding
deconvolved slice using our algorithm, α = 0.002, β = 0.002, 50
iterations.
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Fig. 2. Light sheet fluorescence microscopy set-up used for
propidium iodide marked spheroid acquisitions.

Fig. 3. Results using a biological marker with high scattering
effects. (Left) Partial slices of an acquired 3D image with our
set-up using IP marker on fixed MCTS 500µm diameter. (Right)
Corresponding deconvolved slice using our algorithm, α = 0.002,
β = 0.002, 50 iterations.

TABLE I
Computing times for the two test sets of images used ,

depending on the hardware used.

953x543x81 voxels drosophila embryo 3D image.
Cores Process time (s)

FX2700M 48 544,729
TESLA C1060 250 113,25

GTX 580 500 61,300

338x338x200 voxels multi-cellular tumor spheroid 3D image.
Cores Process time (s)

FX2700M 48 398,72
TESLA C1060 250 73,85

GTX 580 500 38,106
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